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Shopping centres have evolved from their early beginnings to encompass 
retail, leisure, entertainment and dining, becoming a central hub for their 
wider location and a ‘day-out’ destination. This evolution has also created 
strong emotional bonds between shopping centres and the customers who 
visit them. It was these bonds and the drivers behind individual shopper 
missions which intu has addressed in a unique piece of customer research.

“ We have an annual footfall of 400 
million and two thirds of the UK’s shopping 
population living within 45 minutes of one of 
our centres but we rely on far more than just 
our scale and market leading footfall to drive 
our business forward,” says David Fischel, 
chief executive of intu. “In order to create 
the destinations and experiences that keep 
customers coming back more often and for 
longer, we look for quality, actionable insight 
to understand exactly why our customers 
visit their favourite centres and, more 
importantly, return. 

“Our drive for this kind of valuable insight 
played a key part in the development of 
intu’s consumer-focused strategy. This
work included the commissioning of a 
unique piece of research that aimed to
get under the skin of our customers in
a completely new way for the sector. 
Working with a specialist retail consumer 
consultancy, we had a very simple question 
at the heart of this – ‘what makes a great 
shopping experience?’ ”

Introduction

 “ If I come here to buy 
things that we need for 
the family, I always try 
to get myself a treat, even
if it’s just something tasty
from the coffee shop.”
Liz, after work visit, 
intu Victoria Centre
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Many shoppers probably give little thought as to why they 
like their favourite shopping centre. It’s just somewhere they 
love to visit and spend time at. But with intu’s customers at 
the heart of everything it does, the company wanted to better 
understand what they enjoyed about their visits and what 
some of the pain points were. To help answer these questions, 
it asked specialist consultancy Flamingo to join a range of 
customers on their shopping trips to fi nd out what they liked, 
loved and disliked about a visit to an intu centre.

The best way to capture this insight 
was to carry out ‘shop-alongs’ which 
allowed researchers to travel with a 
wide range of intu customers from 
the start of their journey, at their 
home or workplace, and throughout 
their visit so that they could share 
their experiences as they shopped. 
It’s important to stress that the 
aim was not to steer them towards 
‘solutions’ but instead to simply 
observe as they were given the 
freedom to shop as they wanted.

One of the most resounding insights 
from this study was just how large 
a part shopping centres can play 
in people’s lives and how often 
they’re seen as a place to leave the 
everyday pressures of life behind. 
Our respondents spoke about the joy 
of shopping. That insight highlighted 
six distinct ways in which people 
gain pleasure from their shopping 
experience beyond the transactional.

For example, the research showed 
the personal connection and sense 
of ownership people have with
their shopping centre, the desire
to feel ‘more than a shopper’ and
the importance of creating a sense 
of place and belonging within 
shopping centres.

This whitepaper summarises 
those fi ndings, interactions and 
experiences and has been used 
by intu as part of the company’s 
strategy to ensure that an intu 
shopping centre provides more 
than simply a place to shop but also 
meets the wide range of emotional, 
practical and experiential needs and 
expectations of shoppers.

The joy of shopping

“ There’s nothing quite like ending 
up where you started, except now 

you’ve got bags full of new things.”     
Vicky, on a girl’s day out with Lauren,

intu Eldon Square

“ This research was in fact just the 
starting point for a wide range of initiatives 
designed to help shape intu’s strategy 
around customer centricity. Following the 
insights gained, we then invested in a real 
time customer satisfaction programme, 
‘Tell intu’, the UK’s only national shopping 
centre system that enables customers in 
their thousands to score their experience 
against these metrics. Then in 2015 we 
went a step further and introduced our 
online shopper panel, Shopper View, which 
allows us to speak directly with customers 
to understand their needs and wants and
to test our ideas. 

“As a result of this research, intu has 
delivered a range of signature customer 
experiences, created a full and market-
leading digital o� ering and created a role 
for the fi rst customer experience director
in retail real estate.

“By examining what provides customers 
with a sense of fun and engagement, 
we continue to use this insight to ensure 
that our centres meet the wide range of 
emotional, practical and experiential needs 
and expectations of our shoppers. All with 
the aim of turning our high footfall into 
loyal fans for intu which helps to increase 
dwell time, frequency of visits and advocacy 
to the benefi t of our retailers, restaurateurs 
and leisure operators.”
Trevor Pereira, commercial and digital director 
at intu
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The research identifi ed six distinct ways in which people gain 
pleasure from their shopping experience:

1. I’m a successful shopper: it’s all about the ritual

Knowing that you’ve had a 
successful shop is more than just 
ticking things o�  a list; it’s about 
core emotions such as inclusion
and satisfaction.

The respondents pointed to factors 
such as everyone getting something 
whether they went shopping or not, 
regardless of how big or small that 
something was. This could be as 
simple as bringing home a cup cake 
or treating themselves to something 
beyond their family’s basic needs. 

Social interaction remains important, 
with many having reached out to 
others during the shop and including 
others in their shopping discussions, 
which helps reinforce ties with family 
or friends.

Satisfaction was broadly about 
having something to show for the 
time spent, with the shoppers using 
phrases such as ‘my route’ and 
‘mission achieved’ or enjoying being 
back to where they started with 
several bags.

Beyond such obvious rituals, 
shoppers cited enjoyment when 
they deviated from the usual route 
and were rewarded with a purchase, 
new shop to see or something that’s 
changed and therefore a destination 
that they would include in their
next circuit.

1. I’m a successful shopper

2. I’m a part of it

3. I feel at ease

4. I feel like I’m somewhere

5. I’m more than just a shopper

6. I feel like I’m on holiday

Research: how the study worked

Research carried out by Flamingo on 
intu’s behalf provided insight into the six 
distinct ways in which people gain pleasure 
from their shopping experience beyond 
the transactional. These six aspects were 
then brought to life by the core emotions 
demonstrated, including examples of how 
these emotions were created and things 
that our guests did to bring this to life.

The research was carried out through
16 ethnographic, three-hour ‘shop-alongs’, 
which started at the customer’s home 
or place of work where relevant and 
stayed with them to experience the entire 
shopping trip. 

A loose ethnographic approach was taken, 
with careful interrogation to identify 
‘pain points’ and ‘pleasure points’ and the 
emotions that go with them.

This enabled intu to utilise customer 
experience in real-time, creating insights in 
order to drive action.

Six appeal: how shoppers experience 
joy at shopping centres

“ It has everything I need while not being so big 
that I have to commit my entire day to it. It means
I can go for a quick trip to get something I need.”
Liam, after work visit, intu Bromley
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2. I’m a part of it: personal connections

Underlining the sense of belonging and 
personal ownership, many of the shoppers 
had personal strategies to ‘right time’ their 
visit, or their ‘own’ preferred parking spot and 
their own route around. This may include 
having personal history with the centre, a 
route that is adjusted by occasion (‘my trip’ 
versus ‘kid’s trip’) and a favourite place to sit 
and have ‘me time’ within the centre.

For the shopping centre landlord this means 
ensuring customers feel in the know about 
what is going on, a website that ‘remembers’ 
them, their past purchases and makes future 
recommendations, and simple aspects such
as pictures of customers’ days out and 
curated events relevant to the individual
and their family.

“Our in-house teams are always thinking 
up new signature experiences that express 
elements of our brand proposition such as 
world class service, digital connectivity and 
events with a di� erence. Joy jars, customer 
lounges and the intu app are just some of
the ways we connect with customers.” 

Trevor Pereira, digital and commercial director 
at intu

This was an area of the research that 
elicited particularly strong emotional 
responses, especially in the personal history 
of the respondents: ‘our story’ or ‘my 
story’ was how they identifi ed the passing 
of time; perhaps as a couple they bought 
engagement rings at the centre and were 
now back with two kids, or they could tell the 
story of making a home together through 
the centre.

And ‘things we always do’ featured heavily 
in their familiarity with the centres, serving 
as a reminder of the importance that some 
things do not change within the centre.

This also translated into a sense of 
ownership of hidden routes, hidden toilets, 
knowing where the ‘better’ lift is and getting 
bespoke information and o� ers, with a sense 
of disapproval if others didn’t follow ‘the rules’.

Six appeal: how shoppers experience joy at shopping centres

“When we got 
married we went 
to intu Trafford 
Centre a lot. 
Andrew bought
his best men
suits there and 
the rings.”
Lisa, long-term visitor,
intu Trafford Centre
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3. I feel at ease: clear and calm

Much of feeling at ease is about 
status and control, from popping up 
and down within the centre easily, to 
maps that are up-to-date and easy 
identifi cation of the landmarks and 
big stores as navigation tools.

Street names and shop numbers 
create a sense of place and a 
language and enable visitors to 
describe what they like beyond 
brand names, making them feel less 
of a consumer and making it easier 
for them not to get lost. Easy fl ow 
and things not placed ‘in the way’ 
that narrow the passing space too 
much added to the desire for calm 
and emphasised that many aspects 
of a good centre are about simple, 
basic things done well.

From a shopping centre’s point of view 
this underlines the importance of
high quality materials,minimising 
signs of wear and tear and a consistent
standard and look throughout 
that creates a sense of place, with 
an appropriate change of look to 
refl ect distinct areas of the centre 
such as its dining area.

Again, this gives the customer the 
sense that they are more than just 
a consumer but requires attention 
to detail, with the fi ttings chosen to 
match the overall style, no out-of-
date elements and uniforms that 
look fashionable.

“Over the last ten years intu has 
e� ectively rebuilt intu Eldon Square to 
create a dynamic shopping experience in 
the heart of Newcastle. This includes a 
stylish 400,000 sq ft extension and a £22 
million investment to refurbish the mall 
which have attracted high quality new 
tenants and increased revenues.

“The mall overhaul has all the features of 
an intu reinvention; updating the centre 
and infrastructure from the technical to 
the technological, reducing operating 
costs with energy e�  cient lighting and 
ventilation, and attracting customers 
through top-quality redesign, full digital 
connectivity, new stores and customer 
service points. ”
Martin Breeden, development director at intu

Six appeal: how shoppers experience joy at shopping centres
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4. I feel I’m somewhere: belonging

One of the strongest emotions is around belonging and was 
summed up by respondents in terms of sense of place and 
history, the heritage of the centre and its position and role 
within the community.

This extended to a desire for physical features, such as its 
architecture, that refl ects the local environment and brought 
something exciting to the landscape, as well as public art that 
refl ects the heritage, value or landmarks or the local area, 
such as Nottingham’s Emett Clock at intu Victoria or the 
Heart of a Thousand Crystals at intu Metrocentre.

Six appeal: how shoppers experience joy at shopping centres

The sense of space and place

Place making is not just about centre construction 
and design but also about the little things says intu’s 
development director Martin Breeden who cites intu 
schemes in Spain and Nottingham as examples of creating 
a sense of place by detailing. 

At intu Asturias in Spain, intu took inspiration from the area’s 
heritage, introducing palm trees and locally iconic ‘bears 
and birds’ made from recycled fl ip fl ops in the public realm 
squares. “They put a smile on people’s faces and made people 
a little happier,” he recalls. “And footfall is up as a result.”

Similarly, at Nottingham’s intu Victoria Centre, intu 
refurbished the infamous, water-powered Emett Clock after 
contacting the Rowland Emett Society. Long a place that 
families would visit, it now reinforces the connection with the 
centre’s past and the city’s famous son.

“It might seem eclectic but really you have to create as many 
reasons as possible for people to visit, which in turn attracts 
new retailers and restaurateurs and encourages existing 
tenants to upsize or invest in their store,” he says.
“At the beginning, securing the investment for such things 
can be hard but once you can show results in terms of 
footfall, new retailers and increased rents, the story next time 
becomes much easier to sell.”
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5. I’m more than just a shopper

For shoppers the experience starts well 
before they reach their destination and part 
of the ritual is preparation time at home 
before leaving. Rituals uncovered by the 
research include the journey to the centre 
providing a safe space to gossip or discuss 
feelings, using friends as brokers of ‘honest 
opinion’ whilst shopping and the centre 
providing visitors with a convenient and 
neutral place to meet and hang out.

Interestingly, the research discovered that 
with shopping acting as a distraction and 
focus of connection across generations, 
centres can even provide a place for
di�  cult discussions to take place and a 
space to let ideas permeate at their own 
pace by enabling people to dip in and out
of these conversations. 

6. I feel like I’m on holiday

This may be an overstatement as when it 
comes down to it a shopping centre visit 
isn’t yet like two weeks on the Cote d’Azur, 
but shoppers certainly felt that it created a 
sense of leaving everyday life behind for a 
little while. 

This could be as simple as providing parents 
with a chance to relax and enjoy time together 
while their children are entertained elsewhere.

Six appeal: how shoppers experience joy at shopping centres

“We spend time
together, just the two
of us. It’s nice for mother
and daughter relationship
and we enjoy it.”
Sue and her daughter Gabrielle,
who visit intu Watford twice a month
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One of the most emphatic elements of the research was 
just how large a part shopping centres can play in people’s 
lives, from the everyday reward rituals they enjoy through 
to marking their progression through life by recalling the 
purchases they made around life events such as their 
engagement, marriage or children.

The research showed that shopping centre guests love a sense of
familiarity and often use centres as a place to leave the everyday pressures
of life behind.

This also underlines the importance of place making to the operation of 
retail destinations, combining the familiar with the fresh, personalising the 
services on o� er and providing a location that provides a sense of place 
relevant both to its geography but also with its own personality
and di� erentiated identity. 

In conclusion: place making 

intugroup.co.uk
@intugroup

020 7887 4220

“ intu Trafford Centre... gives you an experience 
that it’s actually nice to browse around and enjoy 

it rather than it’s a chore to be there… It’s more
an experience than a need to shop.”

Lisa, entertainment, intu Trafford Centre


